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Beyond Metering
AMI and the future
Accurate and reliable meter readings in a cost-effective manner is a challenge for most
utilities.
With an advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), the utility can reduce its operating costs
while improving customer service. Meter data is delivered straight into the utility’s billing
system.
AMI succeeds AMR (Automated Meter Reading) not only by providing a location awareness, but also by providing outage analysis and loss detection possibilities. Which is
achieved by using the latest two-way communication technologies.

The Amplex way
The present challenge for AMI providers is to supply solutions for immediate use, while at
the same time being prepared for a full expansion to Smart Grid.
Amplex provides multiple metering solutions that cater to utilities of any size and with
unlimited scalability for a future-proof solution. Amplex like to do things wireless to minimise installation costs. Amplex support both GSM (2G/3G/4G), WiFi and the smart city
communication infrastructure LoRaWAN.
Amplex know that new metering projects are not always afforded the luxury of replacing
every meter with smart meters from a single vendor. That is why the MeterMind™ solution is not restricted to single meters or manufacturers. Similarly, MeterMind™ handles
data from all types of digital meters (electricity, water, cooling, heating and gas).
Easy integration and compatibility with other systems give Amplex the freedom to work
with all system integrators and utilities.
Two-way communication ensures easy operation of the system, featuring remote updates and automatic discovery of new units. Exceptional options for control and valueadding services are key benefits of a MeterMind™ solution.
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AMI benefits quality of service
Location awareness
Adding metering to all parts of the distribution network will have a significant impact on
finding faults in the network. Geocoding all the equipment will ease finding the faulty
location saving valuable time correcting the issues and getting the delivery restored.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce ’read-to-bill’ duration
Improve cash flow
Improve resource management
Reduce labour and equipment costs
Reduce outage times and frequency
Reduce system losses
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This applies not only for power but can be monitored from pump stations and any other utility location throughout the distribution network where a meter can be added to
create a deeper knowledge in the grid.

AMI objectives

Hierarchical outage analysis
Organizing all installation in a hierarchical structure will help to analyze all branches of
the network.

Distribution

GreenWise™ AMI provides KPI’s for each level in the hierarchy for:
Service
Turret

Service
Turret
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•• System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI)
•• System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)
Historical information on these indexes helps to analyze where to put in efforts to
upgrade the distribution network that will give the most value.

Loss detection
Feeder
pillar
gridAMI

The extensive aggregation engine in the GreenWise™ AMI solution provides the ability to
compare the consumption in the households with what is delivered from a substation or
a pump station – or any other part of the distribution network.
This has several benefits:

Substation
gridAMI

Substation

•• Finding major distribution leaks
•• Prioritizing where to get most value of repair
•• Reducing the total leakage of the network
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Wireless AMI in three packages
Wireless has many faces
Many utilities and smart cities have different strategies when it comes to communication
infrastructures. Some are leaning against the mobile operator and their 4G network, others want to own their own infrastructure.
Amplex supports both 2G/3G/4G networks, WiFi and LoRaWAN and will suit the need for
all utilities. As a utility you do not need to only select one communication carrier, with
Amplex solutions these can be mixed as needed. So if a city center has a WiFi, that can be
applied. For a large widespread area with villas or industry a full coverage of WiFi is often
too expensive and the long range communication smart city technology LoRaWAN will
do the job. In remote locations like farms, 3G or 4G might be the cheapest solution. This
flexibility will ensure a rapid roll out with no constraints on the communication.

Why LoRaWAN

G
Work

SCA

While WiFi and the GSM network is well known to most, LoRaWAN is a new communication technology designed for smart cities.
It is long-range – sometimes up to 15 km – and uses very little power making this perfect
for small battery-based sensors.
It is highly encrypted with private encryption keys (AES128) on several layers. This
ensures that all data travels fully secure and well protected, not just to the public but also
between different applications sharing the same LoRaWAN network.
The downside of LoRaWAN is limited bandwidth, but Amplex has developed a highly sophisticated way of packing the meter data to get the right AMI solution with all the data
necessary for deep data analysis.

Open API’s
An AMI system is not worth much if it cannot interface to other systems. Amplex solutions come with a set of modern API’s through our OpenCity™ API’s ensuring full integration to legacy systems, like SCADA, call centres, billing systems, metering databases,
workflow management systems, GIS, etc. Besides our open JSON/REST API, we also have
an open SCADA connector for easy integration.

LoRaWAN
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Our AMI modules
Amplex provides several AMI modules to interface to a high number of meters. The
gridAMI module has built-in support for DLMS/COSEM for power meters and M-Bus
(optional Wireless M-Bus) for water, gas, heating and cooling. These interfaces are already
the preferred protocols for a modern utility giving a large selection of meter manufacturers to work with.
Amplex also provides many interface modules for various protocols, like Euridis, Modbus
and Severn Trent. This widens the number of supported vendors significantly and will
often provide backwards compatibility to what is already installed.

DLMS/COSEM
Up to 30m
M-Bus

Up to 10

gridAMI

Battery

Up to 30m

Up to 10

Circuit breaker

Below is a list of sample installations that applies to both high rise buildings, industry
and villas:
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Two main modules gridAMI and gridMBUS in various installation configurations
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gridAMI
The gridAMI module is the main AMI gateway module that comes in two flavours:
LoRaWAN and 4G. Both modules support WiFi.
Main features:

•• DLMS/COSEM for power meters
•• M-Bus for water, heat and cooling meters
•• WiFi, LoRaWAN, 2G/3G/4G connectivity to server
•• Optional oxiWMBus module for Wireless M-Bus
•• Bluetooth for wireless configuration and firmware update using smart phone app
•• 230V power supply
•• Replaceable long-life battery backup for communication and M-Bus during outages
•• Operational temperature: -20°C - 85°C
•• ABUS interface (require external 12V supply) for Amplex AMS modules: AmsEuridis,
AmsSevernTrent, AmsRS485 Modbus, AmsRS485 DLMS/COSEM

•• OXI expansion bus for add-on modules
gridMBUS

The gridMBUS module is a replaceable battery based AMI gateway module designed to
interface to water meters installed where no power is available.
Main features:

•• M-Bus for water, heat and cooling meters
•• LoRaWAN or WiFi connectivity to server
•• Bluetooth for wireless configuration and firmware update using smart phone app
•• Replaceable long-life battery (up to 36 years)
•• Operational temperature: -20°C - 85°C
gridWMBUS
The gridWMBUS module is a replaceable battery based AMI gateway module designed to
wireless interface to water meters installed where no power is available.
Main features:

•• Wireless M-Bus for water, heat and cooling meters
•• LoRaWAN or WiFi connectivity to server
•• Bluetooth for wireless configuration and firmware update using smart phone app
•• Replaceable long-life battery
•• Operational temperature: -20°C - 85°C
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Utility Intelligence™
Saving on utilities is our DNA, whether it being power, water, cooling,
gas or district heating. This lets you cut loss, drive down operational
costs, minimise your carbon footprint and prepare for a smart grid future. It is time to evolve.
Amplex originated from the area of remote control and management
of streetlight systems. Later on, our focus expanded to include intelligent metering and most recently, we have added Energy Management, Smart Grid and Water Monitoring solutions to our portfolio.

to intelligently manage their utility assets. The result: Greener cities,
higher quality services and dramatically lower costs.
Our solutions have unlimited scalability and are built on open platforms. With a modular, carrier-neutral platform, we provide real-time
data from the field. Along with a constantly growing partner network,
we have established a global presence and a solid experience in implementing energy efficient solutions in any environment.

Our mission is to be a world leader in Utility Intelligence. We want to
help governments, cities, companies and utilities all over the world
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